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Our Business:
The Institute of Occupational Medicine (IOM) is one of the leading providers of
workplace health research and consultancy services. Our expertise extends across a
very wide range of scientific disciplines.
IOM employs circa 100 colleagues who help deliver safer working environments and
healthier working lives for thousands of organisations around the world. From our UK
base and headquarters in Edinburgh, we have 2 other regional offices (Stafford and
Chesterfield), serving our clients across the world. We established a presence in
Southeast Asia with the opening of IOM Singapore in 2012.
We were established in 1969 in the UK as an independent charity, with origins in
occupational health research, where we continue to have an international reputation
for pioneering workplace health projects. Today our remit also extends into certain
areas of environment and public health, and to the provision of consultancy and
scientific services. The main focus of our work is associated with understanding and
where possible reducing the risks to health from hazards in the workplace and in the
wider environment.
We have a strong international reputation for high quality published research,
undertaken on behalf of our many research sponsors in government, industry and
charitable institutions. In our consulting and services work, we have a reputation for
high quality, authoritative and independent measurement, surveys and reporting,
which we undertake for hundreds of clients – large and small – each year.
Business Policies:
We recognise that we alone cannot change the political and social conditions of the
countries in which we do business, however, by working responsibly, and
collaborating with our client base and consultants, we will continue to further
understand and influence the impact that our services have on the welfare of workers
and the environment they work in.
The IOM has a deserved reputation for independence, integrity and scientific
excellence and have a Scientific Misconduct Policy in place, aimed at safeguarding
this reputation.
All IOM colleagues have a responsibility to report observed, suspected or apparent
scientific misconduct by fellow colleagues, or by collaborators in multi-organisation
projects. Concerns should be reported to immediate line managers, the HR
Manager, or the Chief Executive.
The IOM has strong employment and ethical standards and a zero-tolerance
approach to modern slavery within our business. All colleagues are expected to
report concerns through line management or the HR Manager. We also encourage
our clients to have the same level of feedback and transparency in place.
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Performance:
Within our business, our policy is to monitor all potential breaches and manage each
accordingly. However, we are pleased to announce that during the last year, we have
had no reported issues where modern slavery has been highlighted as an issue
within our business.
Within the client base, compliance to requests and encouragement to participate with
this practice is monitored. Where we feel certain clients are deliberately avoiding
cooperation with these requests, we will cease business with that client.
Due Diligence:
Where clients or suppliers are using labour in countries where modern slavery is a
known issue these clients are flagged as high risk until satisfactory evidence of
compliance is received.
Training:
During 2018 all colleagues will undergo training in modern slavery and how to
manage the risk.

This statement was approved by CEO of the Institute of Occupational Medicine:

Signed:

………………………………………..
Dr Rob Aitken
CEO of IOM
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